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BD, DVD & Optimize focus at Frankfurt Media-Tech
DaTARIUS Technologies, a world-leading provider of measuring and process optimization BD,
DVD & Optimize focus at Frankfurt Media-Tech
At this year’s Media-Tech Conference and Showcase (October 4-5)DaTARIUS will be placing the
focus firmly on future-proofed testing for DVD and the next generation formats. DaTARIUS will
be showing many its powerful, industry-standard test and analyzer systems for DVD. This
includes the new BD Drive Cube and the HD DVD capability for the revolutionary DaTABANK
test system. Using the DaTAVIEW user interface, replicators will be able to seamlessly transition
to the next generation optical disc formats with the minimum of disruption to their test and
analyse processes.
With its leadership in working with copy-control systems, DaTARIUS analyzers support testing
of several new copy protection formats, including Macrovision’s RipGuard and Sony DADC’s
ARccOS.
For recordable media market, DaTARIUS will be showing the only spec-conforming test system
for DVD+R/DVD+R DL which uses NA 0.65 optics.
Capturing the strong interest in solutions to improve cycle times, quality and cutting
polycarbonate costs, DaTARIUS will be showing the MFDisCo Mould Temperature Controller and
an upgraded version of the Universal Sprue Recycler that can automatically recycle up to 5% of
the polycarbonate used in disc production.
On our stand, J30, DaTARIUS staff will be on hand to discuss any of the wide range of industryleading Measure, Optimize and Inspect products.
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About DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH
DaTARIUS has been at the forefront of optical media development for over 20 years as a worldleading supplier of test equipment, helping the media manufacturing industry to improve
production quality, consistency and efficiency.
DaTARIUS produces measurement, test and quality control systems for all CD and DVD
formats: pre-recorded, recordable and rewritable. Its revolutionary DaTABANK(tm) technology
is fully enabled for Blu-ray Disc (BD) and HD DVD testing.
The DaTARIUS product range extends to optimization of all optical media formats, with the MF
DisCo temperature regulator and Universal Sprue Recylcer. These help to improve moulding
quality, cycle times and the efficient use of raw polycarbonate. The DaTARIUS Inspect product
family offers print label quality inspection, disc orientation and Ident code validation
DaTARIUS offers extensive training through its service centres worldwide and is fully committed
to the future of its customers.
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DaTARIUS Contact Details:
DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH
Anton Maria Schyrle-Str. 7
A-6600 Reutte
Austria
Tel: +43 5672 2060
Fax: +43 5672 206 8000
Email: europe@datarius.com
www.datarius.com
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